


For digitalization we need, other than a computer  with IMA software installed, the three main
components of IMA Digit Pen System: the DIGIT pen, the Bluetooth key for the connection of 
computer to the pen and the special paper called DIGIPAPER.



First of all, insert Bluetooth key in a USB port of the computer. The insertion of blue light shows 
that it has been recognized and it is working. 

STEP 1



Remove the protection cap. When the pen is activated you can feel a small vibration from the pen
and switch on of two lights: one is green ( indicating the state of battery) and another is flashing
blue ( indicating the state of data transmittion).

STEP 2



Now get the pattern to be digitized.

STEP 3



Put the pattern UNDER the DIGIPAPER.

STEP 4



Cover the pattern with DIGITPAPER and make an easy pressure so that the paper could adhere
with the below pattern. In this way you can avoid the pattern can accidentally be moved during the 
digitalization.

STEP 5



With the activated pen set the point in the pattern from where you want to start. Based on a type
of line that you want to trace ( a straight line or a curve line ), you’ll go to select in the menu (put
on the sides of paper) the correct function ( Line or Curve ). In our example we’ll go to take a line. 

STEP 6



For the line enter both starting and end points.

STEP 7



To start digitalization of a curve select in the menu the correct function (curve).

STEP 8



Start again from the last digitized point of straight line.

STEP 9



Make some intermediate points, then stop in the notch.

STEP 10



Take around the paper the “notch” function and re-click on the point where the notch is placed.

STEP 11



Once you have inserted the notch, the system automatically restores the type of line you have 
previously used. So, complete the pattern to come back to the starting point.

STEP 12



When you finish the perimeter of the pattern, select the “grain line” function in the menu.

STEP 13



Click the starting point of grainline which indicates the direction of the grain, then click the end 
point. That will make you the grainline for pattern.

STEP 14



When you have finished the digitalization of pattern and grainline, you must save the existing
pattern by selecting “Save” button icon in the menu.

STEP 15



To activate files transmission from the pen to computer, press “send” button icon (white) in the 
corner of the paper. 

STEP 16



The digitized pattern will be automatically acquired and shown from the program to the screen. At 
this point it can be saved and modified as per any customer’s need. 

Now digitalization is very easy with IMA Digit Pen System!

STEP 17 DATA TRANSFERT DATA TRANSFERT DATA TRANSFERT


